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MMSpharma® SMART SHELVING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The MMSpharma® Smart Shelving Management Software makes it possible to control 

and carry out all system operating processes. Each user (there are 4 different 

colours and up to 4 programmes are executed in parallel on 4 different PCs) has a 

touch screen interface to carry out the relevant actions.  

 

2.  BASIC OPERATION 

 
An example of the main operations is summarised below.  

 

The 'Main menu' screen displays the various options to be carried out, 

 

 
 

Press on the 'Preparation' button when there are hospitalisation units with products 

pending management: 
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Select the hospitalisation unit/s on which you would like to proceed. 

 

Then collect, for each patient, the products that the light-guided system indicates, 

considering that you can request products of two different classes. 

 

Undivided Product (it is NOT necessary to pay attention to the display)  

 

 
 

Quantity to be taken displayed on the device.  
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Divided Product (it IS necessary to pay attention to the display)  

 

 
 

Quantity to be taken NOT displayed on the device. Starting as of the planning and 

the indicated quantity, adjust the fields to the quantities the operator deems 

necessary.  

 

 
 

At the end of the preparation order, if any of the patients requires medication that 

has not been entered into the MMSpharma® Smart Shelving System (Thermolabile, 

Multidose, etc.), a list is printed with the medication arranged in groups so that the 

operator can proceed to its collection. 


